Family-owned Miele have been around for almost 120 years crafting together some of the most classy and timeless domestic appliances in the world. The brand is known for combining meticulous attention to detail with an elegant form of expression in its products and thus, fits seamlessly with the interior design of AIRA Residence’s dry kitchen. Miele’s range of kitchen and lifestyle appliances add to the refined experience of an AIRA home. The German brand’s innovative heritage forms the sleek aesthetics of the dry kitchen.
Of course, the conceptualization of AIRA Residences would not have taken flight were it not for the world-renowned design of Piet Boon. The founder of Studio Piet Boon is the inspiration for all of AIRA’s interior design and naturally, his design ethos spills-over tastefully into the very configurations and finely-crafted cabinetry in the Master Bedroom’s walk-in wardrobe and kitchens.

**De Dietrich**

The French-based brand rely on their centuries of experience in constructing some of the world’s finest home appliances and that is the reason AIRA have made their appliances part of the more serious area of the kitchen. Advancements in technology and sheer aesthetic beauty allows De Dietrich to cater even for the greatest of chefs.

**Brandt**

Part of the same group as De Dietrich, Brandt are specialists in producing technology adaptations such as “automatic laundry detergents dispensing” or “automatic variable ability”, both of which are geared to make life in an AIRA Residence an easier and trouble-free one.

**Piet Boon**

Of course, the conceptualization of AIRA Residences would not have taken flight were it not for the world-renowned design of Piet Boon. The founder of Studio Piet Boon is the inspiration for all of AIRA’s interior design and naturally, his design ethos spills-over tastefully into the very configurations and finely-crafted cabinetry in the Master Bedroom’s walk-in wardrobe and kitchens.
It is not a household name in the industry but with very good reason—Formani focuses all its efforts on the high-end private residence market and as such, is known for its ‘Nordic European’ design language, since they first collaborated with Studio Piet Boon in 2009. Differing significantly from the normal ‘Mediterranean style’ that floods the high-end market, Formani is famous for their unique use of all types of material combinations, including oak wood, ebony wood and corian. The brand’s most renowned work yet can be seen in the HUY8 project in Manhattan, New York, where their products were used throughout more than 70 luxury apartments.

As AIRA Residences is carefully constructed and planned to be intimate as well as versatile, the brand Cocoon is carefully formulated into the mix. The brand offers some of its timeless design and natural materials to beautify the Master Bathroom fixtures to heighten the urban allure of AIRA’s more private spaces.
Having been around since 1817, Duravit is known world-over for its design philosophy of thinking beyond its years. At Duravit, sustainable materials, modern expertise and the foresight to recognize what will be important tomorrow comprise the essential ingredients for beautiful and responsible living bathrooms. Duravit’s fusion of environmentally-friendly production technologies comes to life in its products that are not only highly functional, but also durable.

Vola

Minimalist yet highly functional and innovative, Vola products can be found neatly tucked away in the dry kitchen, powder room and bathrooms. As ‘Vola’ stands for excellence in design, craftsmanship and responsible manufacturing with a keen emphasis on research and development, it strikes a soulful chord with AIRA’s personalized feel as Vola emphasizes the role of handmade processes.